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Cognitive control is the capacity to guide motor and perceptual systems towards abstract goals. High-frequency
neural oscillations related to motor activity in the beta band (13− 30 Hz) and to visual processing in the gamma
band (>30 Hz) are known to be modulated by cognitive control signals. One proposed mechanism for cognitive
control is via cross-frequency coupling whereby low frequency network oscillations in prefrontal cortex (delta
from 2− 3 Hz and theta from 4− 8 Hz) guide the expression of motor-related activity in action planning and guide
perception-related activity in memory access. However, there is no causal evidence for cross-frequency coupling
in these dissociable components of cognitive control. To address this important gap in knowledge, we delivered
cross-frequency transcranial alternating current stimulation (CF-tACS) during performance of a task that
manipulated cognitive control demands along two dimensions: the abstraction of the rules of the task (nested
levels of action selection) that increased delta-beta coupling and the number of rules (set-size held in memory)
that increased theta-gamma coupling. As hypothesized, we found that CF-tACS increased the targeted phaseamplitude coupling and modulated task performance of the associated cognitive control component. These
findings provide causal evidence that prefrontal cortex orchestrates different components of cognitive control via
two different cross-frequency coupling modalities.

1. Introduction
Thoughts and actions are guided towards internal goals via cognitive
control (Braver, 2012; Norman and Shallice, 1986). The prefrontal
cortex plays a primary role in cognitive control and provides feedback
signals to motor (Koechlin et al., 2003) and perceptual (Gazzaley and
Nobre, 2012) neural systems. For example, the rostral-caudal axis of the
frontal cortex is organized hierarchically where the most caudal regions
implement concrete motor actions and anterior regions are involved in
motor planning, decision-making, and behavioral monitoring (Koechlin
et al., 2003; Badre and Nee, 2018). With increased abstraction of task
rules, the prefrontal cortex exerts greater top-down control over the
motor cortex to guide action (Voytek et al., 2015a; Wyart et al., 2012;
Picazio et al., 2014). In addition, the prefrontal cortex exerts top-down
control over perceptual systems during memory and attention (Lee and

D’Esposito, 2012; Kastner et al., 1999). In order for the prefrontal cortex
to exert control over motor cortex and perceptual systems, network-level
activity in the prefrontal cortex must modulate local activity in posterior
cortex.
One candidate mechanism to support interregional communication
is phase synchronization of neural oscillations (Fries, 2015). In this
model, local high frequency neural activity typical of motor or percep
tual cortices is modulated by low frequency neural oscillations typical of
prefrontal cortex, which might be achieved via cross-frequency coupling
(Canolty and Knight, 2010). One proposed mode of cross-frequency
coupling is the control over motor-related beta oscillations that are
modulated in the planning of action, execution of action, and post-action
monitoring (Kilavik et al., 2013). Beta oscillations are proposed to
inhibit activity in order to maintain a particular task-set (Buschman
et al., 2012; Antzoulatos and Miller, 2016, 2014; Wutz et al., 2018a,
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2018b; Wischnewski et al., 2020; Schmidt et al., 2019), and delta os
cillations may reflect an update or switch in relevant rules (Antzoulatos
and Miller, 2016; de Vries et al., 2018). Prefrontal control signals that
orchestrate action are hypothesized to take the form of cross-frequency
coupling between low-frequency delta oscillations in prefrontal cortex
and beta oscillations in motor cortex (Wyart et al., 2012). Similarly,
gamma oscillations in parietal-occipital cortex are modulated in the
processing of visual information (Van Kerkoerle et al., 2014; Börgers and
Kopell, 2008) as well as the encoding and retrieval of visual information
(Jensen et al., 2007). Thus, prefrontal control signals to orchestrate
perception and memory are hypothesized to take the form of coupling
between theta oscillations in prefrontal cortex and gamma oscillations in
parietal-occipital cortex (Berger et al., 2019). While there is emerging
evidence for a causal role of cross-frequency coupling in cognitive
control (Alekseichuk et al., 2016; Hermiller et al., 2020; Bramson et al.,
2020; Berger et al., 2019; Turi et al., 2020; de Lara et al., 2018), there
are only a few observational studies that investigate multiple motifs of
cross-frequency coupling (Riddle et al., 2020; Voytek et al., 2010) and
no study that investigated two distinct motifs of cross-frequency
coupling in cognitive control.
Transcranial alternating current stimulation (tACS) is a non-invasive
brain stimulation technique (Ali et al., 2013; Fröhlich, 2014) that can be
used to deliver customizable waveforms that mimic endogenous
phase-amplitude coupling activity patterns (Alekseichuk et al., 2016;
Bramson et al., 2020; Turi et al., 2020; de Lara et al., 2018), and with a

three-electrode montage two different brain regions can be synchro
nized (Polanía et al., 2012; Violante et al., 2017; Ahn et al., 2019). We
recruited participants to perform a hierarchical cognitive control task
that manipulated cognitive control demands along two dimensions: the
level of abstraction of task rules and the number of rules (set-size) (Badre
and D’Esposito, 2007; Riddle et al., 2020). In the initial baseline session,
peak phase-amplitude coupling frequency pairs were localized from EEG
and individualized waveforms designed to mimic this activity were used
in subsequent sessions. In the remaining sessions, participants received
cross-frequency tACS in either delta-nested beta, theta-nested gamma,
or sham during performance of the hierarchical cognitive control task.
We hypothesized that cross-frequency tACS would increase the targeted
phase-amplitude coupling (quantified from inter-block resting-state
periods after stimulation), delta-beta CF-tACS would modulate perfor
mance as a function of abstraction, and theta-gamma CF-tACS would
modulate performance as a function of set-size.
2. Results
2.1. Two components of cognitive control
Twenty-seven participants were enrolled, and twenty-four partici
pants completed, our four-session pre-registered experiment (National
Clinical Trial 03800030). Two participants did not complete the
experiment due to the time commitment and one participant decided to

Fig. 1. Hierarchical cognitive control paradigm. (A) The response task consisted of a mapping between button response and colored square. This low abstraction task
manipulated set-size with an increase in the number of color-to-button mapping from four to eight. (B) In the dimension task, two objects were presented within a
colored square. The colored square mapped onto a feature dimension: texture or shape. The objects were evaluated based on this feature and were determined to be
the “same” or “different.” This high abstraction task manipulated set-size with an increase in the number of dimensions that were indicated by the colors, one or two.
ITI is inter-trial interval. s is seconds. (C-D) Baseline behavioral performance was evaluated with a two-way repeated-measures ANOVA with factors: abstraction
(high or low) and set-size (high or low). (C) Response time was slower as a function of abstraction (striped versus not-striped bars) and set-size (grey versus white
bars). (D) For accuracy, there was no significant difference as a function of set-size or abstraction. (E) Repeated-measured ANOVA of the amplitude of low-frequency
neural oscillations with two factors, band (delta or theta) and cognitive control component (abstraction or set-size), revealed a significant interaction. Time window
for analysis: 0.2 to 1.6 s after stimulus. Activity was extracted from prefrontal electrodes (Fz and surrounding). Error bars are SEM. Opaque lines are individual traces.
*** p < 0.001, ** p < 0.01, * p < 0.05, ~ p < 0.1, = p > 0.1.
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discontinue participation. Another participant performed at chance for
all stimulation conditions and was removed from analysis, resulting in
23 participants for the final analyses. While it is theoretically possible
that the chance performance of the participant was due to stimulation,
this is unlikely as performance was at chance even for sham stimulation,
which suggested that the participant was not cognitively engaged for
these sessions. Participants performed tasks within a hierarchical
cognitive control paradigm that manipulated cognitive control demands
along two dimensions: the abstraction of the rules and the set-size of the
rules. The response task, low abstraction, involved the presentation of a
colored square with a memorized association to a specific button on a
keyboard (Fig. 1A). The number of color-to-button mappings that were
maintained was the set-size, and was increased from four to eight. The
dimensions task, high abstraction, involved the presentation of a colored
square with two objects within it (Fig. 1B). The colored square mapped
to a specific feature dimension, either texture or shape. The objects were
evaluated based on the indicated feature dimension and a same or
different judgement was made. The number of feature dimensions that
were maintained was the set-size, and was increased from one to two.
The set-size for each task was selected such that behavioral performance
was comparable between abstraction levels. Analysis of baseline per
formance by two-way repeated-measures ANOVA revealed that
response time was slower as a function of task abstraction (average
difference 164 ± 101 ms, F(1,22) = 60.12, p = 9.88e-08, η2p = 0.73), and
of set-size (average difference 227 ± 84 ms, F(1,22) = 166.6, p = 9.69e12, η2p = 0.88) (Fig. 1C). In addition, the interaction between abstraction
and set-size was significant (F(1,22) = 24.56, p = 5.86e-05, η2p = 0.53)
and driven by a marked increase in reaction time for the high abstraction
and high set-size condition relative to all others (average difference 307

± 105 ms). Analysis of accuracy revealed an interaction between
abstraction and set-size (F(1,22) = 4.38, p = .048, η2p = 0.17) partially
driven by a decrease in accuracy for the high abstraction and high setsize condition relative to all others (average difference -2.28 ± 4.61
%, t(22) = -2.37, p = 0.027, d = 0.49), but no main effect of abstraction
(average difference 0.07 ± 4.97 %, F(1,22) = 0.01, p = .95, η2p = 0.00) or
set-size (average difference -1.02 ± 4.46 %, F(1,22) = 1.23, p = .28, η2p =
0.05) in the baseline session (Fig. 1D). These findings provide evidence
that behavioral performance was influenced by task demands along both
components of cognitive control.
2.2. Low-frequency oscillations in prefrontal electrodes
From our previous experiment (Riddle et al., 2020), we expected to
replicate an interaction between low-frequency band (delta or theta)
and cognitive control component (abstraction or set-size) on the
amplitude of low-frequency oscillatory activity in prefrontal electrodes
(Fz and surrounding). Two-way repeated-measures ANOVA revealed the
hypothesized significant interaction (F(1,22) = 10.13, p = 0.0043, η2p =
0.32) (Fig. 1E), and no main effect of cognitive control component (F(1,
22) = 0.12, p = 0.73, η2p = 0.005) or low-frequency band (F(1,22) =
2.517, p = 0.13, η2p = 0.10). Post-hoc tests revealed a significant increase
in delta oscillations for abstraction greater than set-size (t(22) = 2.48, p
= 0.025, d = 0.52), and a trend-level increase in theta oscillations for
set-size greater than abstraction (t(22) = 1.75, p = 0.093, d = 0.37).
Time-frequency analysis revealed a significant decrease in alpha-beta
oscillations (8− 30 Hz) from 0.4 s to 1.5 s after stimulus onset as a
function of abstraction (Fig. 2A) and set-size (Fig. 2B). The decrease in
beta oscillations for both contrasts survived permutation-based cluster
Fig. 2. Time-frequency analysis of cognitive con
trol components. Five-cycle Morlet wavelet
convolution was run on prefrontal electrodes
(Fz and surrounding). (A) As a function of
abstraction, statistical analysis revealed a
decrease in alpha-beta oscillations (6-30 Hz)
from 0.3 to 1.6 s following the stimulus and an
increase in delta oscillations (2-4 Hz) from 0.2
to 1.4 s. (B) As a function of set-size, statistical
analysis revealed a decrease in alpha-beta os
cillations (8-30 Hz) from 0.4 to 1.4 s following
the stimulus and an increase in theta oscilla
tions (3-8 Hz) from 0.6 to 1.6 s. Units are
percent change from baseline (-0.6 to -0.3 s) for
all panels. Graphic in the upper right corner
depicts the region of interest used for timefrequency analysis. Frequencies on the y-axis
/
are log-scale using a 1 0.05 distribution. Zero
f
point is the time that the stimulus was pre
sented. Solid line depicts time-frequency clus
ters that survived permutation-based clustermass correction at p < 0.05. Dashed line depicts
time-frequency clusters that were significant at
p < 0.05, k > 1000. (C) Topographic distribu
tion of the amplitude of delta band as a function
of abstraction shows a peak near the frontalcentral midline. FCz and surrounding elec
trodes from 0.2 to 1.4 s was defined as central
prefrontal cortex for delta-beta PAC analysis.
(D) Topographic distribution of the amplitude
of theta band as a function of set-size shows a
peak near the frontal midline. Fz and sur
rounding electrodes from 0.4 to 1.6 s was
defined as anterior prefrontal cortex for thetagamma PAC analysis. Outlined polygon de
picts the electrodes defined for each region of
interest and black dots are the electrodes. The
central electrode is written in white.
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correction. In addition, we found an increase in delta oscillations (peak
from 2− 3 Hz, and 0.2–1.4 seconds) with abstraction (Fig. 2A) and theta
oscillations (peak from 2− 3 Hz, and 0.6–1.6 seconds) with set-size
(Fig. 2B) at p < 0.05 and k > 1000, but these clusters did not survive
permutation-based cluster correction. Time-frequency analysis was used
to localize the low-frequency seed region and time window for
phase-amplitude coupling analysis. Based on the topographic plot of
delta-oscillations as a function of abstraction, the central prefrontal
cortex (FCz and its surrounding electrodes) was selected for
phase-amplitude coupling analysis (Fig. 2C). Based on the topographic
plot of theta-oscillations as a function of set-size, the anterior prefrontal
cortex (Fz and its surrounding electrodes) was selected (Fig. 2D). Region
of interest localization ensured the presence of low frequency oscilla
tions in prefrontal electrodes such that the phase of task-evoked oscil
lations was interpretable.

high frequency activity across the scalp. Delta-beta coupling was hy
pothesized to increase as a function of abstraction and theta-gamma as a
function of set-size. Using the central prefrontal regions of interest
derived from time-frequency analysis, phase-amplitude coupling anal
ysis revealed an increase in delta-beta coupling with the right motor
cortex and anterior frontal electrodes (Fig. 3A). Canonical motor elec
trode C4 and five of its six surrounding electrodes (rM1) displayed a
significant increase in delta-beta coupling as a function of abstraction.
This coupling pattern suggests that delta oscillations provide top-down
control over motor-related beta activity as abstraction is increased. In
addition, the phase of theta oscillations in prefrontal electrodes was
hypothesized to be coupled to the amplitude of gamma oscillations in
parietal-occipital electrodes and theta-gamma coupling was hypothe
sized to be increased as a function of task set-size. Using the anterior
prefrontal regions of interest derived from time-frequency analysis,
phase-amplitude coupling analysis indeed revealed an increase in
coupling with the bilateral parietal-occipital electrodes (Fig. 3B). Elec
trodes between Pz and the central midline (ParOcc) displayed a signif
icant increase in theta-gamma coupling by set-size. Together, these
findings support a model where delta and theta oscillations in prefrontal

2.3. Distinct cross-frequency coupling by cognitive control component
Cross-frequency coupling analysis was run between the phase of low
frequency oscillations in prefrontal electrodes with the amplitude of

Fig. 3. Phase-amplitude coupling during hierarchical cognitive control. (A) The phase of delta oscillations (2-3 Hz) in central prefrontal electrodes (cPFC) to the
amplitude of beta oscillations (15-25 Hz) across the scalp as a function of abstraction revealed a significant increase in coupling over frontal-midline and right motor
electrodes (rM1), and (B) theta phase (4-7 Hz) in anterior prefrontal electrodes (aPFC) to gamma amplitude (35-58 Hz) as a function of set-size revealed a significant
increase in coupling in parietal-occipital electrodes (ParOcc). cPFC and aPFC regions of interest are highlighted with a black hexagon and marked with a Greek letter
referring to the canonical frequency band. Black dots depict electrodes with a significant increase in coupling for high versus low abstraction/set-size (p < 0.05).
Motor electrodes are highlighted in green with the central electrode, C4 and labeled as rM1 in white. ParOcc is outlined in purple. (C-D) Endogenous phase-amplitude
coupling was investigated across all conditions to check for frequency-specificity of coupling. Across all task conditions, the average coupling strength between phase
of low-frequency oscillations (2-8 Hz) and high-frequency oscillations (9-58 Hz) from (C) cPFC to rM1 and (D) aPFC to bilateral ParOcc. Highlighted region in green/
purple depicts the range used for delta-beta/theta-gamma coupling analysis.
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cortex guide action-planning and memory-dependent task-set mainte
nance, respectively.
To investigate whether the coupling patterns that increased as a
function of abstraction and set-size represented the primary coupling
mode, an exhaustive comodulogram of coupling strength for all task
conditions between low-frequency phase (2− 8 Hz) and high-frequency
amplitude (9− 58 Hz) was run. From cPFC to rM1 (C4 and surround
ing electrodes), peak coupling strength was found in the frequency pair:
2.0–15.9 Hz and ranged from 2− 4 Hz and 10− 25 Hz (Fig. 3C). This
analysis suggests that delta-beta coupling from prefrontal to motor
cortex was frequency-specific and upregulated by increasingly abstract
rules. From aPFC to ParOcc (bilateral cluster between Pz and the central
midline), peak coupling was found in the frequency pair: 4.1–58 Hz and
extended from 3 to 8 Hz and 40–58 Hz (Fig. 3D). Similarly, this analysis
suggests that theta-gamma coupling from prefrontal to parietal-occipital
cortex is frequency-specific and upregulated as a function of set-size.
These coupled regions of interest derived at baseline were used to
quantify the efficacy of CF-tACS to modulate phase-amplitude coupling.

between central prefrontal electrodes (FCz and surrounding) was used to
localize the frequency pair with peak delta-beta coupling (phase of 2− 4
Hz and amplitude of 15− 30 Hz) in the high abstraction, high set-size
condition (Fig. 4A) and peak theta-gamma coupling (phase of 4− 8 Hz
and amplitude 35− 59 Hz) in the low abstraction, high set-size condition
(Fig. 4B). Each waveform comprised a low-frequency component with a
high-frequency component nested at the peak of the low-frequency
waveform (Table 1).
For the second, third, and fourth sessions, participants received CFtACS in delta-beta frequency, theta-gamma frequency, or sham (pla
cebo) in a randomized and counter-balanced order (Fig. 4C). CF-tACS
was delivered during performance of the hierarchical cognitive control
task. Resting-state periods were included after each task block, as CFtACS was hypothesized to increase the targeted phase-amplitude
coupling, but the EEG was corrupted during stimulation so the afteref
fects of stimulation during rest were instead quantified. A threeTable 1
Descriptive statistics of individualized stimulation frequencies.

2.4. Causal investigation of phase-amplitude coupling in cognitive control
Causal evidence is required to substantiate correlational findings.
Transcranial alternating current stimulation (tACS) allows for the de
livery of custom electrical waveforms that mimic endogenous activity
patterns (Fröhlich and McCormick, 2010). Here, the stimulation wave
form was designed to mimic the phase-amplitude coupling relationship
between prefrontal electrodes and posterior electrodes (see (Aleksei
chuk et al., 2016) for a similar method). By individualizing the stimu
lation waveform to each participant, the efficacy of stimulation is
enhanced as neural entrainment is achievable with minimal stimulation
amplitude, i.e. the Arnold tongue (Ali et al., 2013; Negahbani et al.,
2018). Thus, baseline EEG activity was used to customize the waveform
of cross-frequency tACS (CF-tACS). Local phase-amplitude coupling

Hertz

Delta
(Δ)

Beta
(β)

Theta
(θ)

Gamma
(γ)

Diff(θ,
Δ)

Diff(β,
γ)

Range (min)
Range (max)
Mean
Standard
deviation

2.00
4.00
2.63
0.64

18.00
27.75
22.20
2.32

5.00
7.50
6.31
0.79

39.00
59.00
49.95
6.07

2.00
5.50
3.69
1.07

14.25
37.00
27.75
6.42

Cross-frequency pair used for stimulation was individualized based on phaseamplitude coupling at baseline. The descriptive statistics (range, mean, and
standard deviation) for each frequency band (rows 2–5) are included here. In
addition, descriptive statistics for the difference in frequency between low fre
quencies (theta and delta) and high frequencies (gamma and beta) is included.
The unit for all values is Hertz. Diff(X,Y) refers to the within-participant dif
ference of X from Y. N = 23.

Fig. 4. Causal Investigation using Cross-Frequency Transcranial Alternating Current Stimulation. Cross-frequency transcranial alternating current stimulation (CF-tACS)
was delivered using individualized waveforms designed to mimic and enhance endogenous delta-beta and theta-gamma phase-amplitude coupling. (A) Peak phaseamplitude coupling for delta-beta was extracted from the high abstraction, high set-size condition at baseline, and was used to generate a custom electric waveform.
(B) Peak theta-gamma coupling was extracted from the low abstraction, high set-size condition. (C) In a crossover design, participants received CF-tACS during
performance of the cognitive control tasks. Resting-state periods without stimulation were included after each task block to quantify the effect of CF-tACS on neural
activity. Delta-beta CF-tACS in green, theta-gamma CF-tACS in purple, and sham in dark grey. (D) A three-electrode montage was used with two stimulation devices,
in order to deliver identical current to the prefrontal (anterior to F4) and the motor cortex (posterior to C4). The return electrode centered on the central midline, FCz.
CF-tACS was targeted to increase coupling between right lateral prefrontal cortex and right posterior cortex via in-phase stimulation. Peak electric field was
calculated to be along the right middle frontal gyrus and the hand region of the right motor cortex. Units are volts per meter.
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electrode montage was used such that the two target electrodes would
receive in-phase synchronized stimulation (Polanía et al., 2012; Violante
et al., 2017; Ahn et al., 2019). The anterior electrode (4.5 by 4.5 cm) was
placed anterior and ventral to the F4 position and the posterior electrode
(4.5 by 4.5 cm) was placed posterior and ventral to the C4 position
(Fig. 4D). The return electrode (5 by 7 cm) was centered posterior to
anterior over the FCz position. The montage was selected such that the
resulting electric field was centered on the rostral-caudal axis of the
right middle frontal gyrus which is implicated in hierarchical cognitive
control (Badre and D’Esposito, 2007) (Fig. 4E). CF-tACS was hypothe
sized to increase phase-amplitude coupling within the targeted
frequency-pairs.

2.6. Frequency-specific enhancement of phase-amplitude coupling by
cross-frequency tACS
Eyes-open resting-state EEG was collected for 2 min immediately
following each task block to analyze the immediate aftereffects of
stimulation on phase-amplitude coupling. The post-stimulation restingstate periods were concatenated and phase-amplitude coupling (PAC)
was calculated for the localized regions of interest: cPFC to rM1 for
delta-beta coupling and aPFC to ParOcc for theta-gamma coupling. PAC
was hypothesized to increase in the targeted frequency pair when
stimulation was delivered in the same cross-frequency pair greater than
stimulation in the other cross-frequency pair. The difference in phaseamplitude coupling from sham was submitted to an a priori interac
tion analysis with the hypothesis that delta-beta CF-tACS increased
delta-beta PAC from cPFC to rM1 and theta-gamma CF-tACS increased
theta-gamma PAC from aPFC to ParOcc relative to the other frequency
of stimulation (Fig. 5C). In line with our hypothesis, we found a sig
nificant interaction between the cross-frequency of stimulation and
cross-frequency of PAC (one-tail, t(22) = 1.806, p = 0.042, d = 0.38).
Post-hoc tests show a numerically consistent, but not significant, in
crease in delta-beta PAC from delta-beta CF-tACS relative theta-gamma
CF-tACS (one-tail, t(22) = 0.707, p = 0.243, d = 0.147) and a trend-level
increase in theta-gamma PAC from theta-gamma CF-tACS relative to
delta-beta CF-tACS (one-tail, t(22) = 1.664, p = 0.055, d = 0.347). To
control for any sequence effects, a three-way repeated-measures
ANCOVA was run that investigated the hypothesized interaction be
tween stimulation (delta-beta, theta-gamma, or sham) and PAC strength
(delta-beta, theta-gamma) with session number as a linear control factor
(interaction: F(2,21) = 3.148, p = 0.063, η2p = 0.231) (Table 4). Finally,
there was no difference between delta-beta PAC and theta-gamma PAC
for sham stimulation (t(22) = -0.470, p = .643, d = .098). Thus, CF-tACS
successfully enhanced the phase-amplitude coupling pattern that was
observed during the hierarchical cognitive control task in a frequencyspecific manner.
CF-tACS may have increased phase-amplitude coupling in other re
gions that were not hypothesized. As an exploratory analysis, the impact
of CF-tACS across the scalp was investigated. This analysis revealed that
with a delta-phase seed in cPFC there was a significant increase in deltabeta coupling with a cluster of electrodes in the left midline overlapping
with left motor electrodes (Fig. 6A). There was no significant increase in
delta-beta coupling with theta-gamma tACS (Fig. 6B). Given the unex
pected decrease in performance as a function of abstraction with deltabeta tACS, the impact of delta-beta tACS on phase-amplitude coupling
was also unexpected. Recruitment of coupling with the homologous
motor cortex from stimulation suggests that the network was reconfig
ured. With a theta-phase seed in aPFC, there was no significant increase
in theta-gamma coupling from delta-beta tACS (Fig. 6C), but there was
an increase in theta-gamma coupling in right parietal-occipital elec
trodes (Fig. 6D). The increase in theta-gamma PAC from theta-gamma
tACS aligns with the targeted regions in the right hemisphere.
The topographic analysis of phase-amplitude coupling revealed a
reconfiguration of interregional PAC from prefrontal electrodes to right
motor electrodes at baseline to left motor electrodes after delta-beta
tACS. To investigate the exploratory hypothesis that the motor-control
network was reconfigured, we analyzed whether CF-tACS increased
low-frequency functional connectivity within the network (see (Alek
seichuk et al., 2016) for a similar analysis). Thus, we dropped a
delta-frequency seed in the left motor cortex (C3) and investigated
whether there was an increase in functional connectivity to the
motor-control network (cPFC and rM1 regions of interest). In support of
this post-hoc analysis, we found a significant increase in functional
connectivity to the motor control network for delta-beta tACS relative to
sham (mean 0.031, std = 0.048, t(22) = 3.07, p = 0.00558). Topo
graphic analysis revealed that the increase in delta-frequency functional
connectivity was spatially specific to the motor control network
(Fig. 7A). As a control analysis, we did not find a significant increase in

2.5. Causal evidence for phase-amplitude coupling in components of
cognitive control
To investigate whether cross-frequency coupling plays a causal role
in cognitive control and is not epiphenomenal, CF-tACS was delivered in
a frequency-specific manner during task performance to modulate
distinct cognitive control processes. Delta-beta CF-tACS was hypothe
sized to modulate behavior as a function of abstraction and thetagamma CF-tACS to modulate behavior as a function of set-size. We
investigated accuracy and reaction time using three-way repeatedmeasures ANCOVA with factors frequency of CF-tACS (delta-beta CFtACS, theta-gamma CF-tACS, or sham) and components of hierarchical
cognitive control, abstraction (high or low) and set-size (high or low). In
addition, a linear factor for sequence was included. For reaction time,
we found a significant interaction between stimulation and abstraction
(F(2,21) = 4.253, p = .0281, η2p = .288) (Table 2) that was driven by an
increase in reaction time for the abstraction contrast that was significant
for delta-beta CF-tACS versus sham (t(22) = 2.305, p = 0.031, d = .48)
(Fig. 5A). There was no interaction between stimulation and set-size for
reaction time (F(2,21) = 0.532, p = .595, η2p = .030). For accuracy, we
found a significant interaction between stimulation and set-size (F(2,21)
= 4.98, p = .017, η2p = .322) (Table 3) that was driven by an increase in
accuracy for the set-size contrast that was significant for theta-gamma
CF-tACS versus sham (t(22) = 2.989, p = .007, d = .623) (Fig. 5B).
There was no interaction between stimulation and abstraction for ac
curacy (F(2,21) = 0.145, p = .866, η2p = .014). All stimulation condi
tions are displayed in Fig. S1. Contrary to our hypothesis that
stimulation would improve performance, delta-beta CF-tACS increased
reaction time, albeit specifically to the targeted cognitive control
dimension. Together, these findings provide causal evidence for deltabeta coupling in abstraction and theta-gamma coupling in set-size.
The double dissociation of cross-frequency coupling in different com
ponents of cognitive control suggests a similar mechanism for control
processes using distinct frequency bands.
Table 2
Repeated-measures analysis of covariance (RM-ANCOVA) for reaction time.
RM-ANCOVA 3-Way

Df

F-statistic

p-value

η2p

Stim
Stim X Abs
Stim x Set
Stim X Abs X Set

2, 21
2, 21
2, 21
2, 21

0.09
4.253
0.532
0.34

0.915
0.0281*
0.595
0.716

0.008
0.288
0.030
0.031

Main effect and interactions with stimulation are reported here. Significance
presented here was quantified using type 1 sum of squares with random effects
of stimulation, after modeling random effects of the stimulation sequence. Input
to “aov” in the “sjstats” toolbox in R: RT =
stim ∗ abs ∗ set +
subject
Error(
). RT refers to the response time of the task
session ∗ stim ∗ abs ∗ set
condition. Stim refers to the three stimulation conditions: delta-beta CF-tACS,
theta-gamma CF-tACS, or sham. Abs refers to the level of abstraction of the task
condition (high or low). Set refers to the level of set-size of the task condition
(high or low). Error is the modeled random effects grouped by subject. * p < .05
in bold. N = 23.
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Fig. 5. Impact of CF-tACS on behavior and phaseamplitude coupling. (A-B) The impact of CF-tACS
on behavioral performance was investigated as
a function of different components of cognitive
control (abstraction in green and set-size in
purple). (A) Delta-beta CF-tACS increased
response time only as a function of abstraction.
(B) Theta-gamma CF-tACS increased accuracy
only as a function of set-size. Opaque colored
background depicts the condition for which an
effect of stimulation was expected. * p < .05, **
p < .01. Error bars are SEM. (C) CF-tACS in
either delta-beta or theta-gamma frequency was
hypothesized to enhance the phase-amplitude
coupling pattern that was present at baseline:
coupling of the phase of delta oscillations in
central prefrontal electrodes (cPFC) to the
amplitude of beta oscillations in right motor
electrodes (rM1) (green) and coupling of the
phase of theta oscillations in anterior prefrontal
electrodes (aPFC) to the amplitude of gamma
oscillations in parietal-occipital electrodes
(ParOcc) (purple). Hypothesized increase is
highlighted by a colored background. The hy
pothesized interaction of frequency pair of
stimulation by frequency-specific coupling
strength was significant (one-tail, * p < 0.05).
PAC is phase-amplitude coupling.

delta-frequency functional connectivity with the motor-control network
for theta-gamma tACS relative to sham (mean = 0.007, std = 0.041, t
(22) = 0.834, p = 0.413) (Fig. 7B). Consistent with network reconfi
guration, delta-beta tACS increased functional connectivity within the
motor-control network.

Table 3
Repeated-measures analysis of covariance (RM-ANCOVA) for accuracy.
RM-ANCOVA 3-Way

Df

F-statistic

p-value

η2p

Stim
Stim X Abs
Stim x Set
Stim X Abs X Set

2, 21
2, 21
2, 21
2, 21

2.607
0.145
4.98
0.671

0.097~
0.866
0.017*
0.522

0.199
0.014
0.322
0.100

3. Discussion

Main effect and interactions with stimulation are reported here. Significance
presented here was quantified using type 1 sum of squares with random effects
of stimulation, after modeling random effects of the stimulation sequence. Input
to “aov” in the “sjstats” toolbox in R: Acc = stim ∗ abs ∗ set +
subject
Error(
). Acc refers to the accuracy of the task condition.
session ∗ stim ∗ abs ∗ set
Stim refers to the three stimulation conditions: delta-beta CF-tACS, theta-gamma
CF-tACS, or sham. Abs refers to the level of abstraction of the task condition
(high or low). Set refers to the level of set-size of the task condition (high or low).
Error is the modeled random effects grouped by subject. * p < .05 in bold. ~ p <
.10. N = 23.

High frequency oscillations are increased during local information
processing related to action (beta) and perception (gamma). The pre
frontal cortex provides top-down control signals via cross-frequency
coupling with high frequency activity in posterior cortex. We found
that delta oscillations in central prefrontal electrodes coupled to beta
oscillations in motor electrodes as a function of the abstraction of the
rules. In addition, theta oscillations in anterior prefrontal electrodes
coupled to gamma oscillations in parietal-occipital electrodes as a
function of set-size, or the number of rules. We investigated the causal
role of phase-amplitude coupling in cognitive control by delivering
cross-frequency transcranial alternating current stimulation (CF-tACS)
to enhance task-driven coupling relationships. After individualizing
stimulation to peak cross-frequency coupling in each participant, we
found that CF-tACS resulted in a frequency-specific increase in the tar
geted phase-amplitude coupling pattern. Furthermore, stimulation
modulated task performance in the specific component of cognitive
control that was targeted. Collectively, these findings demonstrate a
rational approach (Kurmann et al., 2018): identification that
phase-amplitude coupling increased with different components of
cognitive control, stimulation designed to mimic this activity success
fully engaged these signals, and validation of a causal role of
cross-frequency coupling in distinct components of cognitive control
based on frequency-specific modulation of behavior.
These findings contribute to a growing recognition of two distinct
ranges of low frequency oscillations. Our time-frequency analysis found
that delta oscillations (2− 4 Hz) increased for one component of cogni
tive control associated with increased abstraction required for action
selection and theta oscillations (4− 8 Hz) increased for a different
component of cognitive control associated with increased memory ac
cess. A recent experiment using nested rules, or direct-mapping rules,
similar to the hierarchical cognitive control task reported here, found a

Table 4
Repeated-measures analysis of covariance (RM-ANCOVA) for phase-amplitude
coupling (PAC).
RM-ANCOVA 2-Way

Df

F-statistic

p-value

η2p

Endo
Stim
Stim X Endo

1, 22
2, 21
2, 21

0.002
1.976
3.148

0.963
0.164
0.0637~

0.000
0.158
0.231

An interaction was hypothesized between the frequency of stimulation and the
targeted endogenous activity. Endo refers to the endogenous activity that was
measured: delta-beta coupling between cPFC and rM1 or theta-gamma coupling
between aPFC and ParOcc. Accounting for random effects of session, ANCOVA
using type 1 sum of squares revealed a trend-level interaction between the tar
geted phase-amplitude coupling (endo) and the frequency of stimulation (stim).
Input to “aov” in the “sjstats” toolbox in R: PAC = stim ∗ endo +
subject
Error(
). Stim refers to the three stimulation conditions:
session ∗ stim ∗ endo
delta-beta CF-tACS, theta-gamma CF-tACS, or sham. Session refers to the
sequence of sessions (1, 2, or 3) modeled for a linear effect of time. Error is the
modeled random effects grouped by subject. ~ p < .10 in bold.
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Fig. 6. Topography of CF-tACS on phaseamplitude couplings. (A) With a delta-phase
seed in central prefrontal cortex (cPFC; green
hexagon), there was an increase in coupling to
beta-amplitude over left motor electrodes. The
homologue to right motor electrodes (rM1) is
indicated with a dashed green hexagon. (B)
There was no increase in delta-beta coupling
with theta-gamma tACS. (C) Delta-beta tACS
did not have a significant impact on thetagamma coupling. Theta-frequency phase in
anterior prefrontal cortex (aPFC seed; purple
heptagon) was investigated for coupling with
gamma-frequency amplitude across the scalp.
The theta-gamma coupled regions identified in
baseline are outlined in purple. (D) With a
theta-phase seed in aPFC, there was an increase
in coupling to gamma-amplitude in right
parietal-occipital electrodes. Parietal-occipital
electrodes (ParOcc) identified in baseline anal
ysis are outlined with purple pentagons. Black
dots are p < 0.05 for electrode cluster with at
least three contiguous electrodes.

Fig. 7. Low-frequency functional connectivity
analysis. (A) Investigation of delta frequency (23 Hz) functional connectivity between a seed in
a left motor electrode (C3) revealed an increase
in connectivity strength for delta-beta tACS
relative to sham. (B) For theta-gamma tACS
versus sham, there was no change in deltafrequency functional connectivity with the left
motor region. Black rectangle shows the region
excluded from analysis due to artifacts arising
from local connectivity estimates. Black dots
represent electrodes with a significant effect at
p < 0.05 and that were in a contiguous cluster
of at least three electrodes. The central pre
frontal cortex (cPFC) and right primary motor
cortex (rM1) regions of interest from previous
analyses are highlighted with green hexagons.
The functional connectivity metric used was
weighted phase lag index (wPLI).

shift in peak frequency towards lower frequency (~4 Hz) with nested
rules compared to higher frequency (~7 Hz) with direct mapping of
stimulus to action (Senoussi et al., 2020). The authors restricted their
analysis a priori to the 4− 7 Hz window, thus, precluding the discovery
of a potential 2− 3 Hz peak as found in our analyses. Nonetheless, the
similarity in cognitive control manipulations and time-frequency results
provide supplementary evidence that the distinction between delta and
theta oscillations captures behaviorally relevant neural variance.
With the limited spatial resolution of EEG, future work is required to
resolve the spatial origin of prefrontal control signals. We have identi
fied three potential models to explain the distinction between delta and
theta oscillations found in our experiment: (1) a flexible single control

system, (2) multiplexed processes, or (3) dual systems. First, the
distinction between delta and theta oscillations in prefrontal cortex may
be resolved to a single system that is able to flexibly shift its peak fre
quency, similar to findings that the alpha oscillation shifts in peak fre
quency based on task demands (Samaha and Postle, 2015; Wutz et al.,
2018a, 2018b). Second, delta and theta oscillations may arise from
distinct neural mechanisms at the cellular scale. For example, theta os
cillations are theorized to be tuned to time constants of the slow NMDA
receptor variant such that neural mechanisms for synaptic plasticity are
maximally engaged by volleys of neural activity that occur close to the
theta rhythm (Jensen and Lisman, 1996; Huang et al., 2007). Thus, delta
and theta oscillations might be tuned to different cellular mechanisms
8
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differentially engaged by the components of cognitive control driven by
task demands. Distinct frequency bands can therefore serve as labeled
lines of communication that are not region specific but carry specific
information within a functional network (Akam and Kullmann, 2014).
Under this framework, we speculate a connection between the theta
rhythm with perception-memory related plasticity (Lisman and Jensen,
2013) and the delta rhythm with predictions errors in learning (Arnal
et al., 2014; Cavanagh, 2015).
Third, delta and theta oscillations may be resolved as signals corre
sponding to two distinct systems in prefrontal cortex. In the dual systems
model, theta and delta oscillations are resolved to distinct subregions of
prefrontal cortex and mediate connectivity with two functionally
distinct networks of brain regions. The dual systems might be medial
prefrontal cortex in the default mode network and lateral prefrontal
cortex in the executive control network (Yeo et al., 2011) such that theta
oscillations originating in medial prefrontal cortex might reflect mem
ory access via functional connectivity with hippocampus (Backus et al.,
2016) whereas delta oscillations from the lateral prefrontal cortex might
reflect motor control via functional connectivity with dorsal striatum
(Antzoulatos and Miller, 2014) (see (Freedberg et al., 2020) for a review
of competition between these networks). Alternatively, the dual systems
might resolve to theta oscillations in the dorsal premotor area of the
dorsal attention network and delta oscillations in the anterior middle
frontal gyrus of the executive control network, similar to the networks
found in a functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) study that
manipulated task abstraction (Nee and Brown, 2012). Finally, the dual
systems might corresponds to two memory networks (Ranganath and
Ritchey, 2012) based on recent work that dissociated low-frequency
oscillations in distinct subregions of the hippocampus in human elec
trocorticography: posterior hippocampus was around 8 Hz (theta) and
anterior hippocampus was around 3 Hz (delta) (Goyal et al., 2020).
Concurrent EEG and fMRI is required to resolve which of the proposed
dual systems, if any, is associated with delta and theta oscillations:
frontal-parietal versus default mode, dorsal attention versus executive
control, or anterior versus posterior hippocampal network.
As with any scientific study, the work presented here has limitations.
The present study did not utilize methodologies with high spatial reso
lution. Thus, this study would need to be completed with concurrent
fMRI to resolve between the provided hypotheses for a spatial origin to
the delta-theta distinction. In addition, while we found general evidence
that beta oscillations were concentrated in motor electrodes and gamma
oscillations were concentrated in more visually selective electrodes,
there is insufficient spatial resolution to make a strong assertion that the
observed cross-frequency coupling patterns were indeed specific to
prefrontal, motor, and parietal-occipital cortices. Furthermore, EEG
signal was corrupted by artefacts during stimulation and, thus, we could
not analyze entrainment from CF-tACS directly. In addition, the flexi
bility of tACS to target a wide-variety of specific spatial and temporal
patterns of neural activity should provoke future research that in
vestigates the relative importance of various montage decisions. Despite
this inherent complexity, the double-dissociation presented here for
distinct cross-frequency coupling motifs in components of cognitive
control provides a foundation for additional optimization.
Future studies could be conducted to investigate the relative con
tributions of low-frequency stimulation versus cross-frequency stimu
lation. However, a previous investigation that utilized cross-frequency
tACS surveyed a variety of stimulation waveforms across three experi
ments (Alekseichuk et al., 2016). These authors found that while the
low-frequency component, theta-frequency in their experiment, alone
produced an improvement in the targeted behavioral outcome,
cross-frequency coupled, theta-gamma, stimulation produced an effect
size with a greater magnitude. On the contrary, the high-frequency
component on its own was insufficient to produce a behavioral effect.
In our interpretation, the finding of this study justifies the investigation
of the cross-frequency waveforms without concurrent investigation of
the individual components of the stimulation waveform. Our findings

assert a causal role for phase-amplitude coupling in components of
cognitive control, but conclusions should not be drawn about each
oscillation in isolation. Nonetheless, we speculate based on this previous
experiment that the low-frequency component (delta or theta stimula
tion) would produce similar but weaker effects to the cross-frequency
waveform.
In our preregistration, delta-beta tACS was hypothesized to improve
performance as a function of abstraction. While we found that behavior
was modulated as a function of abstraction, and not set-size, the direc
tion of this effect was the opposite of what was expected. We conducted
several exploratory analyses to better understand this effect. First, we
found that phase-amplitude coupling increased in the homologous re
gion of motor cortex. This suggests that stimulation reconfigured the
motor-control network consistent with a disruption to normal func
tioning. Inspired by a previous experiment that found increased func
tional connectivity in the low-frequency component after CF-tACS
(Alekseichuk et al., 2016), we analyzed whether stimulation produced a
change in delta-frequency functional connectivity with the left motor
cortex. Consistent with the hypothesis that delta-beta tACS reconfigured
the motor network, we found increased functional connectivity between
the left motor cortex and the right motor and central prefrontal cortex
for delta-beta tACS relative to sham. Thus, stimulation was specific to
the targeted functional network but our desired target engagement of
increasing delta-beta coupling between prefrontal and right motor cor
tex was not successful.
While unexpected, a potential explanation for the differential effect
of theta-gamma and delta-beta stimulation may be that theta and
gamma are associated with neuronal excitability (Börgers and Kopell,
2008; Bastos et al., 2018; Bosman et al., 2012), whereas beta is general
associated with neuronal inhibition (Bastos et al., 2018; Prokic et al.,
2015; Rossiter et al., 2014). When stimulation is targeted to a frequency
band that is inhibitory, the brain may respond with reconfiguration. For
example, major depressive disorder is associated with elevated inhibi
tory alpha oscillations in left prefrontal cortex, yet early treatment
paradigm stimulated left frontal cortex in alpha frequency (Fitzgerald
et al., 2009). While counterintuitive, some researchers theorized that
this stimulation resulted in a homeostatic rebound by which the targeted
region normalized its activity relative to the rest of the network
(Leuchter et al., 2013). Future research is required to investigate
whether the aftereffect of stimulation is differential when targeting
excitatory versus inhibitory neural activity. We propose that to better
understand delta-beta coupling within the motor-control network
delta-beta tACS could be delivered during a unimanual version of the
task: behavioral disruption as a function of rule abstraction may be
specific to motor control over the hand contralateral to the stimulated
hemisphere, or the network may be reconfigured and performance could
be disrupted despite which hand is used to make a response.
Control signals in the delta and theta band might be intrinsically
related to the function of beta and gamma oscillations respectively.
Investigation into the role of beta and gamma oscillations has found that
gamma oscillations correspond to feedforward signals while beta oscil
lations correspond to feedback signals based on laminar profiles (Mar
kov et al., 2014; Bastos et al., 2015) and associated cognitive function
(Fries et al., 2001; Buschman and Miller, 2007). Together, directional
signaling in gamma (beta) flows from bottom-up (top-down) across the
visual hierarchy in humans (Michalareas et al., 2016) and non-human
primates (Bastos et al., 2015). Investigation using rhythmic trans
cranial magnetic stimulation provides causal evidence in support of
top-down and bottom-up attention implemented in beta and gamma
frequency band respectively (Riddle et al., 2019). Low-frequency ac
tivity within the delta and theta band in prefrontal cortex might extend
the cognitive processes associated with beta and gamma oscillations at
the local circuit level to the network level.
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4. Methods

was presented on the screen for two seconds and participants were
instructed to provide their response within that time window. Each trial
was separated by a fixation cross that varied exponentially in length
from three to ten seconds. The experiment was programmed in Psy
chtoolbox implemented in MatLab 2015a (The MathWorks, Inc.). Prior
to the start of the experiment on each session and after each task block,
participants were instructed to maintain their gaze on a fixation point, to
remain still, and to stay awake for two minutes with eyes open. The
resting-state period was recorded to analyze the after-effects of
stimulation.
For every session, the rules were randomized such that participants
had to learn new associations. During the practice period for every
session, participants were required to score at least 70% before moving
onto the next practice block. These task manipulations reduced learning
effects across the four experimental sessions, but help to ensure that
participants learned the new task rules before beginning stimulation and
EEG recording. Despite these precautions, one participant passed the
practice sessions and baseline session with normal performance levels,
then proceeded to respond at chance during all stimulation sessions.
This participant was removed from all analyses. Thus, the final analysis
comprised data from 23 participants. In addition, for one block of the
high abstraction and low set-size condition, a single participant confused
the texture for shape rule. In that one block, the responses for that
participant were inverted such that her performance of 0% (note that
chance performance is 50%) to 100% accuracy and was included in the
analysis.

The experiment was approved by the institutional review board at
the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and the hypotheses were
preregistered on ClinicalTrials.gov (NCT03800030). 27 participants
enrolled in the study and 24 completed the experiment (19 women, 5
men). Participants were ages 18–25 (mean 19.7, sd 1.55), right-handed,
normal to corrected vision, and not colorblind. Participants were
excluded with neurological or medical diseases, personal history of
mental illness, or use of mood-altering medication.
4.1. Hierarchical cognitive control task
The task used in this study was adapted from previously published
studies (Badre and D’Esposito, 2007, 2009; Voytek et al., 2015a). We
manipulated two components of hierarchical cognitive control,
abstraction and set-size. During the response task (low abstraction
conditions), participants learned the association between a colored
square and a button response (Fig. 1A). The response task had two levels
of set-size: a low set-size condition (in which four colored squares had to
be associated with four responses) and a high set-size condition (in
which eight different colored squares had to be associated with eight
response options). For all conditions, participants kept their hands on
the “home row” of a standard keyboard. For the low set-size condition,
participants used their index and middle finger on both hands and colors
were mapped onto the “d,” “f,” “j,” and “k” keys. For the high set-size
conditions, participants used the full home row with the inclusion of
“a,” “s,” “l,” and “;” and the associated ring and pinky fingers of both
hands. At the start of each block, participants were informed of the
complete mapping of buttons to colors and were given unlimited time to
refresh their memory with the associations before beginning the block.
In the dimension task (high abstract conditions), participants were
presented with a colored square that contained two objects. The color of
the square indicated the dimension (shape or texture) by which the
participant had to evaluate the two objects. Importantly, the high
abstraction task contained two levels of set-size similar to the response
task: a low set-size condition that consisted of only a single feature
dimension upon which to evaluate the objects and a high set-size con
dition with two feature dimensions (Fig. 1B). In the high abstraction,
low set-size condition, participants made a judgement along only one
dimension (either texture or shape) as both of the colored squares
mapped to a single dimension (e.g. a blue or purple square indicated that
the participant must judge whether the two objects were the same or
different in texture). In the high abstraction, high set-size condition,
each of the two feature dimensions, texture and shape, was associated
with two colored squares (e.g. the colors blue and purple indicated the
texture dimension, the colors red and green indicated a perceptual
judgement along the shape dimension). The colored squares were kept
consistent across all low and high set-size blocks within a single session.
For the low set-size, high abstraction conditions, participants completed
one block with texture and one block with shape as the feature di
mensions of interest, and the order was randomized. At the start of each
block, participants were informed of which colored squares would be
presented and the feature dimension with which they were associated.
Participants could study the associations between color and feature
dimension until they decided to start the task. In addition, participants
were reminded of which finger was to be used to indicate that the objects
were the “same” or “different.” The pointer finger of each finger was
used with its associated home-row button on the keyboard: “f” or “j.”
Thus, all task conditions required bimanual coordination.
In the experiment, participants performed eight blocks on each ses
sion, two of each of the four conditions. The tasks blocks were ran
domized such that the first four and last four blocks contained all
conditions and the same condition of task block was never performed
twice in a row. Each block contained 48 trials; thus, each participant
completed 96 trials per experimental condition per session. Each trial

4.2. Cross-frequency transcranial alternating current stimulation
The stimulation montage and waveform of cross-frequency trans
cranial alternating current stimulation (CF-tACS) was designed to
maximally target endogenous phase-amplitude coupling between the
right lateral prefrontal cortex and the motor cortex / lateral parietal
cortex. Prior to the start of the experiment, the electric field distribution
was calculated by the tES LAB 1.0 software (Neurophet Inc., Seoul,
South Korea). The montage that was selected consisted of two
stimulation-pads over the right prefrontal cortex and over the right
motor cortex (Fig. 4C). These two target sites received in-phase stimu
lation from two Neuroconn DC Plus stimulators (Neuroconn Ltd.,
Ilmenau, Germany). In most task-based contrasts of baseline versus all
task conditions activity, there is increased activation of the medial
prefrontal cortex reflecting the standard pattern of default mode activity
(Raichle, 2010). Thus, the return site, connected by a split wire to both
stimulators, was selected to be over the medial prefrontal cortex and
received stimulation anti-phase to the target sites. As anti-phase stim
ulation is an inevitability of tACS designs (see (Polanía et al., 2012)), we
decided that targeting the task-negative medial prefrontal cortex
anti-phase to stimulation to task-positive lateral prefrontal cortex most
closely approximated endogenous activity.
Three silicone-carbon electrodes, referred to as “stimulation-pads” to
reduce confusion with EEG electrodes, were attached to the scalp using
electrically conductive paste (Ten20, Bio-Medical Instruments, Clinton
Township, MI, USA). The placement of each stimulation-pad was
aligned using the International 10–20 measurement system (Klem et al.,
1999). After mapping out C4, F4, Cz, and Fz on the scalp, the return
stimulation-pad (5 by 7 cm) was placed at the midpoint between Fz and
Cz and oriented in an anterior to posterior direction with the lead exiting
posterior. Next, the first target stimulation-pad (4.5 by 4.5 cm) was
placed with one corner touching the F4 location such that it was anterior
and ventral to F4 with the lead exiting posterior. Finally, the second
target stimulation-pad (4.5 by 4.5 cm) was placed along the central axis
(C4 to Cz to C3) such that the distance to the FCz stimulation-pad was
roughly equidistant to the distance between the FCz and F4
stimulation-pads. Prior to stimulation, the impedance of each
stimulation-pad pair (F4 and FCz; C4 and FCz) was ensured to be below
10 kΩ. Stimulation was delivered via the “remote in” function and was
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controlled by a digital-analog converter (National Instruments, Austin,
TX, USA) run in the background environment via MatLab.
The remote-in feature converts a digital signal of arbitrary shape into
current. The stimulation waveform for this experiment consisted of a
low-frequency component delivered at 0.6 mA (1.2 mA peak-to-peak)
delivered in a constant sine wave and a high-frequency component,
3.5 cycles of a sine wave delivered at 0.4 mA (0.8 mA peak-to-peak), that
was superimposed on the low-frequency component and centered on the
peak of each cycle. We chose to use 3.5 cycles of the high-frequency
component to prevent sharp current transitions. The current for the
slow (0.6 mA) and fast component (0.4 mA) were chosen such that the
input current of the superimposed waveform to the target stimulationpads did not exceed 1 mA (2 mA peak-to-peak), and the return
stimulation-pad did not exceed 2 mA (4 mA peak-to-peak). For all
conditions, the stimulation slowly ramped up over the course of 12 s,
then the task began soon after maximum stimulation output was
reached. Stimulation was maintained at a stable level until the task was
complete and the stimulation ramped down over 12 s. Previous litera
ture reports that participants are sensitive to stimulation until the sen
sory neurons in the skin acclimate to the stimulation. Thus, in our
instructions to participants we explain that one session is a placebo, but
also inform them that they will acclimate to the stimulation soon after it
begins. As an active control condition, sham stimulation was delivered.
For sham, a genuine cross-frequency waveform was delivered for 12 s at
maximum strength and then ramp-down was initiated. The ramp-up and
ramp-down during the sham stimulation was designed to mimic the
feeling of acclimation that is often experienced with verum stimulation.
The sequence of three stimulation conditions was counter-balanced
and randomized. A custom script generated arbitrary six-digit codes
for each participant. The mapping from six-digit code to stimulation
waveform was kept in a binary file that was not able to be opened via
user-friendly applications. The mapping from stimulation code to stim
ulation waveform was maintained by another member of the lab to
ensure that research personnel could not recover which stimulation
waveform was delivered. At the completion of each stimulation session,
both the participant and research personnel guessed whether or not
verum stimulation was delivered. For delta-beta CF-tACS, 62.5% of
participants believed that verum stimulation was delivered, and exper
imenters guessed that 70.8% of these sessions involved verum stimula
tion. For theta-gamma CF-tACS, 62.5% of participants believed that
verum stimulation was delivered, and experimenters guessed that 54.2%
of these sessions involved verum stimulation. For sham CF-tACS, 62.5%
of participants believed that verum stimulation was delivered, and ex
perimenters guessed that 58.3% of these sessions involved verum
stimulation. Thus, we found exactly 0% difference in reported belief for
conditions with verum stimulation versus sham stimulation suggesting
that participants were blind to the form of stimulation delivered. In
sessions with theta-gamma CF-tACS, the experimenters reported a
greater belief that sham stimulation was delivered compared to the
sham stimulation sessions, whereas delta-beta CF-tACS showed
marginally less belief that sham stimulation was delivered. These fluc
tuations in experimenter belief are expected from a random decision
process with an assumed probability of 66.67%. Altogether, these data
provide evidence that the experiment was successfully double-blinded.
Side effects of stimulation were monitored and participants were
informed that they could terminate the experiment at any time. Upon
completion of each stimulation session, participants completed a side
effects questionnaire. An adverse event was defined as any side effect
reported by participants. All side effects were deemed mild and ex
pected. The percentage of participants that experienced each side effect
is reported in Table S1. This table can also be found on ClinicalTrials.gov
(NCT03800030).

net at 1000 Hz (HydroCel Geodesic Sensor Net) and EGI system
(NetAmps 410, Magstim Electrical Geodesics Inc., OR, USA). The
impedance of each electrode was below 50 kΩ at the start of each ses
sion. For the sessions with tACS, three conductive stimulation-pads were
applied on the scalp. EEG electrodes that were at the border surrounding
the stimulation-pad were not filled with gel. If they were, then this
would increase the surface over which stimulation was applied to the
region. Thus, some electrodes did not contain any neural signal and were
interpolated early in the preprocessing pipeline (see below). In addition,
EEG electrodes that were directly over a stimulation pad were filled with
gel and applied. The stimulation-pads were electrically conductive and
neural signal could be recorded from these electrodes. However, EEG
electrodes over the same stimulation pad were bridged and thus recor
ded the same signal. Furthermore, the Cz electrode served as the refer
ence electrode in the EGI system. With the return stimulation-pad
centered on FCz the posterior edge extended near to the Cz EEG elec
trode. Experimenters ensured that the Cz electrode was not touching the
return stimulation-pad and that dry scalp separated the two.
Data were preprocessed using the EEGLAB toolbox (Delorme and
Makeig, 2004) in MATLAB. The preprocessing pipeline for the
resting-state data was identical to the task data with the following noted
exceptions. First, data from all eight task blocks was extracted and
concatenated. We applied a high pass filter of 1 Hz and a low pass filter
at 59 Hz. Thus, 59 Hz set the upper boundary for analysis of gamma
frequency activity (35− 59 Hz). Data were downsampled from 1000 Hz
to 200 Hz. The data were then cleaned using an artifact subspace
reconstruction algorithm to remove high-variance signal and recon
struct missing data (Mullen et al., 2013). This algorithm also flagged
noisy channels which were then replaced with a spherical interpolation
from its neighboring channels. Global average re-referencing was
applied, which is an approximate solution for the spherical electrical
field assumption that was enabled by use of a 128-channel system that
includes electrode coverage on the cheeks. Data from 1 s prior and 2 s
after presentation of the stimulus were extracted. Data were baseline
corrected to the average of -1 s to -0.3 s relative to stimulus onset.
Principal component analysis was run based on the rank of the data
matrix to optimize the data for artifact rejection using info-max inde
pendent component analysis. All independent components were visually
inspected and components that corresponded to line noise, muscle ac
tivity, eye movement, blinks, and heart beat were removed from the
data.
The preprocessing pipeline for the resting-state data was identical to
task with the following noted exceptions. Data was concatenated for all
nine resting-state periods. First, data were filtered and downsampled.
Then, the data were cut into two second epochs and visually inspected.
Epochs with excess noise were removed, and noisy electrodes were
interpolated. Next artifact subspace reconstruction, global average
rereferencing, and independent component analysis with component
rejection were run.
4.4. Spectral analysis
Data was extracted locked to the onset of the decision period and
baseline corrected from -600 to -300 milliseconds. Five-cycle Morlet
wavelets were convolved with the decision epoch for 2–58 Hz in an
adjusted log distribution, with 150 frequencies evenly spaced according
to Eq. (1) in order to approximate the naturally-occurring power dis
tribution of human brain activity.
pwr =

1/

freq0.05

(1)

The exponent of 0.05 was selected based on a typical recording in
healthy adults using a similar method (Voytek et al., 2015b). EEG data
were mirrored prior to wavelet convolution to reduce edge artifacts,
then the trial averaged data for each condition was baseline corrected in
time-frequency domain to -600 to -300 milliseconds from the decision

4.3. EEG preprocessing
EEG data were collected with a high-density 128-channel electrode
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epoch. Phase-amplitude coupling was calculated using the phase and
amplitude values derived from five-cycle Morlet wavelet convolution on
the mirrored timeseries for exhaustive comodulograms of all frequency
pairs and from Hilbert transform of band-filtered data for topographic
analysis. For each participant, the phase (θ, lower frequency oscillation)
and amplitude (M, higher frequency oscillation) values of each trial for
the time window of interest were concatenated into a single continuous
time series (n is the number of time points) and phase-amplitude
coupling (PAC) was calculated according to Eq. (2) (Cohen, 2014).
⃒n
⃒
⃒∑
⃒
⃒ M∗eiθ ⃒
⃒t=1
⃒
⃒
PAC = ⃒⃒
(2)
⃒
n
⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒

low), and set-size (high or low). Following a significant main effect or
interaction with the stimulation factor, post-hoc t-tests were used to
determine which conditions were driving the effects. We hypothesized
that delta-beta stimulation would modulate performance as a function of
abstraction, but not set-size; and theta-gamma stimulation would
modulate performance as a function of set-size, but not abstraction.
These hypotheses were pre-registered on ClinicalTrials.gov
(NCT03800030).
To investigate the distinction between delta and theta oscillations as
a function of cognitive control component, we used two approaches. The
first approach mirrored that of our previous study. The time-frequency
data for each participant was analyzed using a pair-wise t-test for each
time-frequency pixel. Then, the t-statistics from this test were submitted
to a permutation-based cluster analysis where the label as “high” or
“low” was flipped for a randomly chosen half of the participants. For
each randomly labeled map of t-statistics a threshold at p < 0.05 was
applied and the maximum average t-statistic within each cluster greater
than 30 was stored, referred to as the mass. The random permutation
and maximum mass calculation was performed 1000 times. The null
distribution of mass values was sorted from minimum to maximum, and
the 25th and 975th value were used as the significance threshold (p <
0.05). The second approach was to quantify a priori the amplitude of
delta (2− 3 Hz) and theta (4− 7 Hz) oscillations from 0.2 to 1.6 s after the
presentation of the stimulus in anterior prefrontal electrodes. These
amplitude values were submitted to a two-way repeated-measures
ANOVA with factors: low frequency band (delta or theta) and cognitive
control component (abstraction contrast or set-size contrast).
To quantify the efficacy of CF-tACS to boost endogenous phaseamplitude coupling (PAC), a staged analysis was employed to reduce
multiple comparisons. First, peak delta and theta oscillations were
localized across the scalp as a function of abstraction and set-size. Sec
ond, this region of interest was used as a seed for the phase of lowfrequency oscillations to the amplitude of high-frequency oscillations
across the scalp. Seed-based PAC was calculated for all task conditions
and the difference between high and low cognitive control component
was calculated. Delta-beta PAC was investigated as a function of
abstraction and theta-gamma was investigated as a function of set-size.
Significance was set at p < 0.05 with at least 4 contiguous or homolo
gous electrodes. Regions of interest were drawn around significant
electrodes and then submitted to a final analysis of the impact of CFtACS on coupling strength. We hypothesized that delta-beta CF-tACS
would increase delta-beta PAC and theta-gamma CF-tACS would in
crease theta-gamma PAC. Thus, a two-way repeated-measured ANCOVA
with one control factor was run. The factors of interest were the stim
ulation frequency-pair (delta-beta, theta-gamma, or sham) and the
measured frequency-pair (delta-beta or theta-gamma). A linear control
factor for sequence was included to account for any non-specific effects
of experiment participation over time. We hypothesized an interaction
between the stimulation frequency-pair and the measured frequencypair. In addition, we hypothesized an increase in the targeted fre
quency band. Thus, a single t-test was used to evaluate the hypothesized
interaction. First, phase-amplitude coupling during sham tACS was
subtracted from target stimulation. Then, the interaction was defined as
delta-beta PAC for delta-beta tACS versus theta-gamma tACS plus thetagamma PAC for theta-gamma tACS versus delta-beta tACS. Given the
strong a priori hypothesis and the fact that phase-amplitude coupling
cannot be negative, a one-sided pair-wise t-test was used to evaluate the
hypothesized interaction for successful target engagement.
As an exploratory analysis to understand the topological spread of
stimulation effects, we also analyzed the strength of phase-amplitude
coupling during post-stimulation resting-state using the seeds estab
lished at baseline. A two-tailed t-test was run versus zero and a cluster
threshold of at least three contiguous electrodes was applied. We hy
pothesized that stimulation effects would be stronger in the stimulated
hemisphere.
As a follow-up exploratory analysis, we investigated whether the

PAC values were permutation corrected by temporally shifting the
amplitude values with a random temporal offset of at least 10 % the
length of the time series and calculating PAC (Cohen, 2014). After 1000
repetitions, PAC was converted to a z-score from the null distribution,
resulting in PACZ.
Frequency localization was run using an exhaustive comodulogram
of frequencies 2–8 Hertz in increments of 0.25 and from 9 to 59 Hz in
increments of 0.25. The peak PACZ value between 2− 4 Hz phase and
18− 30 Hz amplitude and between 4− 7.5 Hz phase and 35− 59 Hz
amplitude was calculated for all conditions. The peak value was
compared against the plot of the comodulogram to ensure that the peak
value was within a cluster of increased PAC values and was not spurious.
For delta-beta, the high abstraction and high set-size condition was used
for localization. For theta-gamma, the low abstraction and high set-size
condition was used for localization. These conditions showed the
greatest coupling within these bands in our previous study (Riddle et al.,
2020). If a peak coupling strength could not be localized due to low or
spurious PAC in the comodulogram, then canonical stimulation fre
quencies were chosen: 2 with 20 Hz and 5 with 50 Hz.
Weighted phase lag index (wPLI) was used to estimate frequencyspecific functional connectivity, because wPLI quantifies the degree to
which two signals have a consistent non-zero phase lag and this accounts
for the confound of zero-lag phase lag connectivity that arises from
volume conduction in EEG (Vinck et al., 2011) (Eq. (3)).
⃒
/ ⃒
⃒∑
⃒
N
(
)
⃒
⃒
wPLI = ⃒
imag H (A) ∗ H (B)
N⃒
(3)
⃒ t=1
⃒
H is Hilbert transform, imag takes the imaginary component, t is time, N
is number of time point. A and B are signals.
After band-filtering, the Hilbert transform extracted the instanta
neous phase and amplitude of two signals. Then, the cross-spectral
density of those signal is calculated for every time point. The crossspectral density is the product of the analytic signal of one signal with
the complex conjugate of the analytic signal of the other signal. Then,
the imaginary component of the result is averaged over all time points
and the magnitude of the resulting vector is the degree of functional
connectivity (wPLI).
4.5. Statistical analysis
Behavior at baseline was investigated using repeated-measures
analysis of variance (ANOVA) using two factors: abstraction (high and
low) and set-size (high and low). We hypothesized that performance
would be worse (lower accuracy and greater response time) as a function
of set-size, but less so as a function of abstraction. To investigate the
impact of CF-tACS on behavior, we ran an analysis of covariance
(ANCOVA) using three-factors of interest and a control factor. The
control factor (sequence) was run as a linear variable to estimate any
changes to performance over sessions, such as any practice effects that
may accumulate with time. The three-factors of interest were stimula
tion condition (delta-beta, theta-gamma, or sham), abstraction (high or
12
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unexpected pattern of phase-amplitude coupling effects for delta-beta
tACS coincided with an increase in functional connectivity among the
motor-control network, defined as bilateral motor cortex and central
prefrontal cortex. Based on a previous study that found that CF-tACS
increased functional connectivity within the low-frequency compo
nent, we investigated whether delta-frequency (2− 3 Hz) functional
connectivity increased after delta-beta tACS relative to sham. Functional
connectivity was calculated with a seed in the C3 electrode to the rest of
the scalp, except electrodes surrounding C3 and electrodes surrounding
those electrodes were removed from analysis as these local electrodes
exceed the spatial resolution of EEG. Functional connectivity (wPLI; see
Eq. (3)) was calculated for each two-minute resting-state period after
each stimulation block and the resulting value was averaged across poststimulation periods for each session. To investigate the change in deltafrequency functional connectivity with stimulation within the motorcontrol network, the values for FCz and surrounding and C4 and sur
rounding were averaged. Then, the difference between delta-beta tACS
and sham was tested with a pair-wise Student’s t-test with the hypothesis
that functional connectivity would be greater for delta-beta tACS rela
tive to sham. As a control analysis, we hypothesized no difference in
functional connectivity for theta-gamma tACS versus sham. To under
stand the spatial specificity of these effects, a pair-wise t-test was run for
all scalp electrodes for delta-beta tACS and theta-gamma tACS (versus
sham) with a threshold of p < 0.05 and a cluster threshold of at least
three contiguous electrodes.
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